Synthesis and functionalization of phase-pure NU-901 for enhanced CO$_2$ adsorption: The influence of zirconium salt and modulator on topology and phase purity
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The synthesis of NU-901, a microporous Zr₆-based MOF with scu topology, often contains NU-1000 csq phase impurities. This work demonstrates that the use of certain Zr-salts and carboxylic acid modulators affect the formation of phase impurities. Phase-pure NU-901 was solvothermally synthesized and functionalized with amines through the use of solvent-assisted linker incorporation (SALI) resulting in more than double the typical CO₂ adsorption capacity of NU-901.

Introduction

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are hybrid porous materials composed of inorganic secondary-building units (SBUs) (metal ions or metal oxide clusters) and bridging organic multitopic linkers. The modular synthetic feasibility of utilizing various inorganic and organic building blocks, i.e. reticular chemistry, give rise to a multitude of diverse network topologies. Their tunable pore compositions have enabled their use in a wide range of applications such as gas storage or separations, and catalysis, which require high surface areas, ultra-micropores, and facile substrate diffusion, respectively. However, many MOFs prove to be hydrolytically unstable for most practical applications.

Zr-based MOFs provide robust chemical stabilities due to their strong metal-carboxylate coordination bonds, which enable their use in realistic and often under harsh catalytic conditions. Recently, Zr MOFs have been reported as chemically stable heterogeneous catalysts. Tetra- and tetratopic carboxylate linkers and Zr₆ cubo-octahedral SBU can generate multiple network topologies such as csq, scu, shp, ftw, she, and sqc under different synthetic conditions. However, these solvothermal synthetic conditions often generate partial phase impurities containing distinct network topologies. Given that topology often affects the inclusion and diffusion of the substrate into the pores of a MOF, these phase impurities may significantly alter performance in gas separation and catalytic applications.
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Recent computational and synthetic efforts have been spent understanding the role of linkers in the structural design and formation of Zr-based MOFs with distinct topologies. For example, Matzger and Zhou et al. studied the geometric influence of tetratopic organic linkers on the resulting network topologies with Zr₆ clusters. They found that the linker’s flexibility, due to shape or substituent steric hindrance, dictate formation of specific topologies. While the influence of linker torsion angles and geometries on topology have been extensively utilized and observed within MOF synthesis, it is the variable connectivity of the Zr₆ SBU to the linker that complicates predicting topology through reticular chemistry. The Zr₆ SBU is commonly 12 connected, but can be 10, 8, 6 or 4 connected. So while linker flexibility may help drive selective topology formation, it necessitates costly multi-step organic synthesis and does not factor-in the prominent role of the SBU in directing MOF formation nor the modulators used in their synthesis.

The use of modulators, i.e. mono carboxylic acids, during solvothermal synthesis has been proven to significantly affect MOF formation and alter their physical properties. The concentration of modulator not only regulates the particle size of the MOF, but may induce missing-linker or missing-node defects. Depending on the type of modulator used, the degree of defect sites significantly enhances surface area and catalytic properties of Zr-based MOFs. Modulators not only affect the MOF’s size and amount of missing-linkers, it can influence the topology of the framework. Farha and coworkers along with Penn and coworkers obtained phase-pure NU-1000 by suppressing the formation of a polymorph NU-901-like impurity through the use of trifluoroacetic acid or 4-phenylbenzoic acid modulators (Fig. 1). While NU-1000 has been extensively used for inclusion of catalytically active species through solvent-assisted linker incorporation (SALI) solvothermal- or atomic layer-deposition in MOFs (SIM or AIM), it has been rarely used for gas-separation applications due its inherent large percentage of mesoporosity that reduces the adsorption strength of the analyte with the internal pore surface.
Herein, we describe the solvothermal synthesis of phase-pure NU-901 through the use of 4-aminobenzoic acid modulator and Zr(acac)$_4$ salt. NU-901, comprised of eight-connected Zr$_8$($\mu_4$-OH)$_4$(µ$_3$O$_3$)(OH)$_2$(OH)$_4$ SBU nodes and 1,3,6,8-tetrakis(p-benzoate)-pyrene (H$_2$TBPyp) linkers which form microporous diamond-shaped channels with csq topology. The use of SALI allows the facile incorporation of amines within the micropores of NU-901. The functionalized MOFs designated NU-901-SALI-BA-X, (BA = benzoic acid, X = functional group) provides an ideal pore environment for enhanced CO$_2$ adsorption.

**Results and discussion**

NU-1000 is typically solvothermally synthesized by adding the H$_4$TBAPy linker to a DMF solution of in-situ pre-formed Zr$_8$ SBU nodes with benzoic acid modulators. The resulting framework consists of an 8-connected Zr$_8$ SBU with mesoporous hexagonal channels and csq topology. NU-901, similarly contains 8-connected Zr$_8$ SBUs, however, it has microporous diamond channels with scu topology. Until recently the only reported synthesis of NU-901 was achieved by growing the MOF on a fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass substrate.

Recently, several reports have attempted the synthesis of NU-901 in bulk through the use of halogenated Zr salts and 4-aminobenzoic acid or benzoic acid modulators, however, phase impurities are still apparent in the nitrogen adsorption isotherms.42, 43 Given the ability of 4-aminobenzoic acid and Zr(acac)$_4$ of nearly inhibiting NU-901 formation, we hypothesized that their combination would induce phase-pure NU-901. Under analogous reaction conditions mentioned above, the use of Zr(acac)$_4$ and 4-aminobenzoic acid indeed generated phase-pure NU-901 with scu topology. No detectable traces of the (100) plane of NU-1000 was found in the PXRD pattern (Fig. 2). In addition, the nitrogen isotherm displayed a typical type I isotherm and does not contain a mesoporous step (Fig. 3). With a phase-pure material in hand, we sought to capitalize on the microporous nature of NU-901 for gas separation applications.

**Fig 1.** The micro/mesoporous NU-1000 with csq network topology (left), and the microporous NU-901 with scu network topology (right).

**Fig 2.** PXRD patterns of HCl-activated MOFs prepared with ZrO(NO$_3$)$_2$ + BA; NU-1000 (bottom), Zr(acac)$_4$ + BA; NU-1000/NU-901 (middle), and Zr(acac)$_4$ + 4-NH$_2$-BA; NU-901 (top). BA = benzoic acid.

**Fig 3.** Nitrogen isotherms and pore size distribution of HCl-activated MOFs synthesized with ZrO(NO$_3$)$_2$ + BA = NU-1000 (black squares), Zr(acac)$_4$ + BA = NU-1000/NU-901 (red circles), Zr(acac)$_4$ + 4-NH$_2$-BA = NU-901 (blue triangles). BA = benzoic acid. Solid
symbols = adsorption, open symbols = desorption. Inset graph is corresponding pore size distribution.

Recently, Deria et al., explored the use of SALI to incorporate perfluoroalkane groups into NU-1000 for CO_2 adsorption. A systematic increase in isosteric heats of adsorption relative to the unfunctionalized NU-1000 (Q_st = 24-34 kJ/mol vs 17 kJ/mol) was achieved through increasing chain lengths of perfluoroalkanes. While a proof of concept was presented by increasing pore hydrophobicity, the large mesopores of NU-1000 did not allow multiple pore wall interactions with CO_2 and therefore the uptakes achieved were only moderate as the total CO_2 adsorption at 1 bar slightly decreased (~1.8 vs 1.3 mmol/g).

Throughout the vast MOF literature there have been ample reports of functionality enhancing CO_2 adsorption. Given its amine functionality (~4 modulators per Zr node), we hypothesized that NU-901-BA-NH_3 (BA = benzoic acid) would be a better system than unfunctionalized NU-1000-act (act=HCl-activated) for CO_2 adsorption. Although comprised of the same building blocks, the pore size of NU-901-BA-NH_3 is nearly one-third that of NU-1000-act (12 vs 31 Å respectively, Fig. S11-12) yet significantly outperforms its mesoporous counterpart in CO_2 adsorption (Fig. 4, Table 1). The enhanced CO_2 adsorption is attributed to the amine functionalities tethered to the SBU as corroborated by the diminished performance of HCl-activated NU-901 (Fig. 4, Table 1).

![CO_2 isotherms at 273K of HCl-activated NU-1000 (black squares), HCl activated NU-901 (red circles), NU-901-BA-NH_3 (blue diamonds), and NU-901-SALI-3,5-NH_3 (purple triangles).](image)

In an effort to further enhance CO_2 adsorption, we attempted to incorporate other amine moieties within NU-901. Our initial attempts focused on the use of functionalized benzoic acids as modulators during MOF synthesis. While the use of Zr(acac)_4 with other modulators led to the selective formation of MOFs with scu topology (Fig. S15, S17†), the degree of modulator incorporation depended on their acidity. For instance, the use of 4-bromobenzoic acid resulted in NU-901-BA-Br with 100% modification (~4 modulators per Zr node) and 4-(methylamino)benzoic acid resulted in NU-901-BA-NHCH_3 with 50% modification, while the use of 4-(dimethylamino)benzoic acid led to NU-901-BA-N(CH_3)_2 with a lower amount (~1 per node) of modulator incorporation based on ¹H NMR (Fig. S4-5f). Not surprisingly, based on the number and type of amine-functionalized modulators, both NU-901-BA-NHCH_3 and NU-901-BA-N(CH_3)_2 gave diminished CO_2 adsorption relative to NU-901-BA-NH_3 (Table 1, Fig. S23†). Consequently, our efforts to functionalized NU-901 shifted to post-synthetic modification.

![Table 1. Surface area, α of incorporated modulator, and CO_2 uptake of MOFs.](table)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOF</th>
<th>Surface area (m²/g)</th>
<th>Modulators incorporated</th>
<th>CO_2 uptake (mmol/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NU-1000-act</td>
<td>2270</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU-901(act)</td>
<td>2276</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU-901-BA-NH_3</td>
<td>1628</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU-901-BA-NHCH_3</td>
<td>2870</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU-901-BA-N(CH_3)_2</td>
<td>2929</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU-901-SALI-isonic</td>
<td>1768</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU-901-SALI-3,5-NH_3</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NU-901-SALI-3,5-NH_3</td>
<td>1793</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through the use of SAU, various amine moieties could be incorporated into NU-901. However, similar to our previous de novo strategies, attempts to fully incorporate the relatively less acidic 4-(methylamino)benzoic acid (pKa = 5.04 vs 2.45 for 4-aminobenzoic acid) through SAU resulted in only ~50% modification (Fig. S7†). We additionally explored the effect of substituent positioning (meta vs para) on CO_2 adsorption. Under analogous SALI reaction conditions isonicotinic and nicotinic acids were incorporated into NU-901 with 75% and 50% modification respectively (Fig. S8-S9†). Although possessing a lower amount of modulators than NU-901-SALI-isonic, NU-901-SALI-nico displays enhanced CO_2 adsorption (Table 1, Fig. S24†). This difference in CO_2 affinity may be attributed to the basicities of the para- and meta-pyridine moieties (pKa = 3.73 and 4.75 respectively).†

We then explored the effect of multiple amine moieties within the benzoic acid modulator on the adsorption of CO_2. Given the observed enhanced CO_2 adsorption of the meta- positioning within nicotic acid relative to isonicotinic acid, we then attempted to modify NU-901 with 3,5-diaminobenzoic acid. Under analogous SALI reaction conditions as other prior benzoic acids, only ~25% modification was observed within NU-901-SALI-BA-3,5-NH_3 as evidenced by ¹H NMR (Fig. S10†). However, incorporation of the meta-diamine moieties resulted in more than double the CO_2 adsorption relative to NU-901-act (Fig. 4 Table 1). Unlike the CO_2 isotherm of NU-901-act or NU-1000-act, the isotherm of NU-901-SALI-BA-3,5-NH_3 displays a non-linear isotherm at lower pressures. The Lewis-basic amines within the MOF enhances the adsorption of the Lewis-acidic CO_2 molecules as evident in the calculated isosteric heat of adsorption (Q_st) of NU-901-SALI-BA-3,5-NH_3 which is greater than that of NU-901-act (25 vs 17 kJ/mol respectively Fig. S18†). We postulate that amine accessibility within the MOF contributes to this behaviour at lower pressures. Although NU-901-BA-NH_3 displays enhanced adsorption, the isotherm is more linear than that of NU-901-SALI-BA-3,5-NH_3. Utilizing computational modeling we found that the position of the 4-amino benzoic acid around the Zr clusters in NU-901-BA-NH_3 significantly reduces access to the microporous channels and more importantly, encumbers access to the amino groups. As seen in Fig. S25, the amino moieties from adjacent modulators are in close proximity to one another restricting CO_2 interaction. In contrast, the pore environment within NU-901-SALI-BA-3,5-NH_3 is more accessible for CO_2 adsorption.

**Conclusions**
In conclusion, we demonstrate that both the zirconium salt and benzoic acid modulator affect the phase purity of Zr$_6$-SBU based MOFs. Using Zr(acac)$_2$ in conjunction with 4-aminobenzoic acid as a modulator during de novo MOF synthesis promotes the selective formation of NU-901 with scu topology and suppresses formation of NU-1000 with csq topology. The acidity of a benzoic acid modulator appears to regulate their incorporation to the Zr$_6$-SBU under both de novo MOF synthesis and post-synthetic incorporation. Utilizing SALI we increased the CO$_2$ adsorption capacity of NU-901 by more than 130% through the incorporation of 3,5-diaminobenzoic acid.
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Notes and references
Phase-pure NU-901 was functionalized with amines through solvent-assisted linker incorporation resulting in more than double the typical CO$_2$ adsorption capacity.